Recent trends and future prospects in electric vehicle technologies: A comprehensive review
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Abstract

In addressing sustainability challenges within the transportation sector, the integration of electric vehicles (EVs) with renewable energy sources, notably solar and wind power, presents a promising solution. This comprehensive review delves into recent advancements and trends in EV technologies, covering crucial areas such as battery innovations, charging infrastructure, vehicle design, and market dynamics. Various EV technologies, including Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicles (PHEVs), battery-based EVs, Solar-powered EVs, and solar-wind hybrid EVs, are meticulously examined, with a particular focus on the feasibility and efficacy of solar-wind hybrid solutions. The review extends to battery technologies, emphasizing advancements in lithium-ion batteries and emerging chemistries like solid-state and lithium-sulfur batteries, which address barriers to EV adoption through enhanced energy density, charging efficiency, and cost-effectiveness. Additionally, the review scrutinizes the expansion of charging infrastructure, encompassing fast-charging stations, wireless charging technologies, and initiatives integrating smart grids, all aimed at providing convenient and efficient charging solutions to alleviate range anxiety and bolster EV attractiveness. Economic considerations, including initial investments, operational savings, and government incentives, are thoroughly analyzed alongside environmental benefits such as reduced greenhouse gas emissions and air pollution. Furthermore, a critical examination of the regulatory and policy framework supporting EVs sheds light on future policy directions, tax incentives, and regulatory measures. Real-world case studies showcasing successful implementations of solar-wind hybrid EV projects underscore their effectiveness and multifaceted impacts across diverse geographical areas. In conclusion, this review underscores the recent trends in EV technologies, emphasizing the feasibility and benefits of solar-wind hybrid EVs in achieving minimal emissions and incentivizing sustainable transportation practices.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, there has been a significant surge in interest in renewable energy-powered electric vehicles (EVs) as part of global efforts to mitigate climate change and reduce dependence on fossil fuels [1]. This growing interest stems from concerns over environmental degradation, air pollution, and the finite nature of traditional fuel sources, prompting a shift towards sustainable transportation solutions [2]. As a result, there is a compelling rationale for exploring the integration of solar and wind energy with EVs, offering a multifaceted approach to addressing these challenges. The automobile industry has seen a significant transition in its pursuit of a sustainable and environmentally friendly future, exemplified by the emergence of electric vehicles (EVs) as competitive alternatives to conventional combustion-engine cars. The need for cleaner and more environmentally friendly transportation solutions is greater than ever as the globe struggles to address the urgent problems of climate change and environmental degradation [3]. It was predicted that development of a self-sufficient infrastructure that not only fuels electric vehicles but also returns excess energy to the grid by combining solar energy generation with wind turbines [4].

By offering clean, renewable power sources that can drastically cut carbon emissions and dependency on non-renewable energy, the integration of solar and wind energy into electric vehicles (EVs) holds great promise to change the transportation sector [5]. The integration of solar panels on vehicles and small-scale wind turbines can provide supplementary power sources that improve the energy efficiency, range, and sustainability of electric vehicles [6]. EVs may run with little environmental impact when they use these renewable energy sources, which helps the world move toward a low-carbon economy [7].

This review adds to the current literature on electric vehicle (EV) technology by offering a thorough examination of recent developments and patterns, with an emphasis on the incorporation of renewable energy sources, particularly wind and solar energy. Through an analysis of crucial elements such as battery technologies, charging infrastructure, vehicle design, and market dynamics, this review provides insightful information about the latest advancements in the electric vehicle (EV) sector. Furthermore, the examination of several EV technologies, such as battery-powered EVs, solar-powered EVs, solar-wind hybrid EVs, and Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicles (PHEVs), clarifies the viability and potential of numerous strategies for environmentally friendly transportation. Moreover, research on battery technology and infrastructure for charging EVs not only demonstrates technological advancements but also tackles important obstacles to EV adoption, like charging accessibility and range anxiety. The examination of economic variables, ecological advantages, and the legislative structure of electric vehicles (EVs) offers a comprehensive comprehension of the wider consequences and forces influencing the shift to electric...
transportation. Real-world case studies exhibiting successful solar-wind hybrid electric vehicle (EV) projects are also included to provide practical insights and illustrate the observable effects of such initiatives.

2. Electric Vehicle technologies

Electric vehicle (EV) technologies have become essential tools in the fight against environmental degradation and carbon emissions in the transportation industry. An important development are battery electric vehicles (BEVs), which have zero tailpipe emissions since they only use rechargeable batteries to power an electric motor [8]. BEVs have obstacles such as a shorter driving range and longer charging periods than conventional cars, which could prevent them from being widely adopted despite their environmental benefits. On the other hand, Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicles (PHEVs) combine the power of an internal combustion engine with that of an electric engine, providing customers with increased flexibility and longer driving ranges [9]. PHEVs are capable of operating in all-electric mode for a certain range before switching to conventional fuel, making them an appealing option for individuals seeking longer driving distances without forfeiting the benefits of electric propulsion.

Solar-powered electric vehicles, which use solar panels to turn sunshine into electricity for battery charging or direct propulsion, are another exciting advancement in EV technology [10]. Despite efficiency and surface area constraints, solar vehicles have the potential to increase energy independence and lessen environmental impact, particularly in areas with plenty of sunlight. With the increasing worldwide movement towards sustainable transportation, these various EV technologies present adaptable ways to combat climate change and encourage cleaner modes of transportation.

2.1. Battery Electric Vehicles (BEV)

According to the [8], Battery Electric Vehicles (BEVs) represent a significant development in the automotive industry and a radical move in the direction of sustainable transportation. BEVs significantly reduce environmental impact and remove tailpipe emissions by using just rechargeable batteries to power an electric motor [9]. Because of their emission-free operation, BEVs stand out as important players in international initiatives to fight climate change and lower air pollution [10]. As a result, BEVs are now at the centre of the movement toward more environmentally friendly transportation options, drawing interest from stakeholders in the industry, governments, and consumers alike. As worries about the environmental effects of conventional vehicles grow, the popularity of BEVs highlights a major shift in the direction of a more environmentally friendly and sustainable transportation system. The basic idea behind Battery Electric Vehicles (BEVs) is that the vehicle is propelled by an electric motor that is powered by rechargeable batteries as depicted in Fig. 1.

Because the battery is the only source of energy for a battery-electric vehicle (BEV), the size of the battery directly affects the vehicle’s range. Because BEVs do not release carbon dioxide (CO2) into the atmosphere through a tailpipe or any other exhaust system, they are a greener choice. Depending on the model, a BEV can often drive 100–250 kilometres on a single charge and use 15–20 kWh every 100 kilometres [11-14]. This range, however, may change based on certain vehicle features. Longer 300–500 km ranges are possible for BEVs with larger battery packs. BEVs have drawbacks in comparison to other kinds of electric vehicles, including their shorter driving range and longer charging times, despite these benefits. The creation and application of an Energy Management System (EMS) designed especially for BEVs is necessary to successfully meet this challenge [15-16].

According to a study, regenerative braking can greatly increase the range of electric vehicles. This method outperforms both full mechanical braking (19.2 km/kWh) and serial and parallel regenerative braking (19.3 and 19.5 km/kWh). With the greatest efficiency, this specific technique increased the range to 20 km/kWh, which is an improvement of up to 4.16 km/kWh over conventional mechanical braking. Practical factors like the increased weight and space needs of larger battery packs may limit the viability of battery electric vehicles (BEVs) for certain vehicle uses, even if there are numerous ways to increase their range [17-19]. A bigger battery pack’s added weight may have a detrimental effect on the car’s overall cost, speed, and fuel economy. For example, the range of a three-wheeled electric vehicle with a 16 kWh lithium-ion battery pack (LIB) dropped by 12.5%, from 200 km to 175 km, when the weight was doubled from 150 kg to 300 kg.

Analyzing different driving behavior is one way to increase a battery electric vehicles (BEV) range without adding more capacity to the battery. Managing the allocation of power and energy is one possible way to put this concept into practice while driving. According to mentioned references [17], runtime power management systems were created in response to the need to increase BEV range. By using an algorithm, these systems seek to reduce both trip time and fuel usage [18]. This method can produce better results than other algorithms since it makes use of a multi-objective algorithm. In reference [19], an ideal control technique that focused on optimizing velocity profiles was suggested in order to cut down on power consumption. Through the manipulation of driving duration and velocity, this suggested method reduced energy consumption by 6–10%. The aforementioned references offer a practical approach to the problem of declining battery capacity with comparatively low energy use.

2.2. Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicles (PHEVs)

By combining elements of conventional internal combustion engine vehicles and battery electric vehicles, plug-in hybrid electric vehicles, or PHEVs, represent a substantial leap in the field of electric vehicles. As shown in Fig. 2, PHEVs can be configured either in series, parallel or series-parallel form. PHEVs have a rechargeable battery that can be charged by plugging it into an external power source. This allows the vehicle to run exclusively on electricity. Moreover, PHEVs have an internal combustion engine that may function separately or in tandem with the electric motor to provide additional power to the vehicle when needed, hence increasing its range. PHEVs depend on several essential parts to function. The battery pack stores energy while the car is charged, and this energy drives an electric motor that turns the wheels. PHEVs are eco-friendly choices for short-distance transportation since they may run entirely on electricity in this electric-only mode, which produces no tailpipe emissions [9]. However, the internal combustion engine smoothly switches on to give propulsion when the battery charge runs low or more power is needed. This allows for longer trips or higher power requirements.

According to current research [20], Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicles (PHEVs) integrate a wide range of energy-generating, storage, and conversion technologies. There are two primary types of plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs): series and parallel. In a series of plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEV), the internal combustion engine (ICE) acts as a backup power source to charge the battery or deliver extra power when required. The electric motor powers the vehicle in most cases. On the other hand, when a parallel PHEV setup is used, the vehicle is propelled by both the electric motor and the internal combustion engine, which are linked to the gearbox. Many researches have been done to evaluate the consumption rates and efficiency of series and parallel PHEVs. For
example, in the mentioned papers [21-22], researchers examined the fuel consumption of PHEV road sweeper vehicles running in series and parallel under similar conditions. These studies seek to assess the efficiency and performance of these various plug-in hybrid electric vehicle combinations in real-world driving situations, offering insightful information to consumers, legislators, and automakers alike.

When the battery capacity of BEVs and PHEVs rises, the emphasis moves to the duration of charging in order to guarantee continuous vehicle operation. For effective car charging, a rapid charger with a large DC current capacity is ideal. A car can be charged to 80% capacity in as little as 30 minutes [23] using rapid DC charging techniques like CHAdeMO and Combo, albeit this time depends on the power transfer rate, which usually ranges from 6 to 200 kW. Technologies that connect vehicles to the grid, such as CHAdeMO and Combo, have the potential to provide rapid charging. A V2G system has been created, implemented, and thoroughly tested by researchers [24]. To provide efficient management of data and power transfer between the car and the charger, the car needs a CHAdeMO interface that is operational. PHEVs face a number of difficulties, including stability problems, power outages, and durability issues. However, because of its increased dependability, the Smart Charging Scheduling (SCS) approach—a also referred to as the smart charging scheduling strategy—shows promise in resolving these problems. Studies show that charging times for plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) can be optimized by arranging several of these vehicles in a smart grid structure. The approach's dependability has been confirmed by the results, which show a standard deviation of less than 1 (=0.8425) [25]. PHEVs, also known as plug-in hybrid electric vehicles, usually have a drivetrain that is comparable to that of series-parallel hybrid electric automobiles. PHEVs can run in both series and parallel modes with this drivetrain design, which maximizes efficiency, increases range, and lowers fuel costs. Studies on the subject, like those by [26], have looked into how well gasoline-powered series-parallel plug-in hybrid electric cars work. Their study revealed that a series-parallel plug-in hybrid electric vehicle (PHEV) that used the UDDS (urban driving)

technique had much less fuel efficiency—18.1 km/l—than a series shaft PHEV of the same kind, which managed 20.4 km/l. On the other hand, the series shaft PHEV continued to achieve a fuel efficiency of 20.4 km/l.

2.3. Solar-Powered Electric Vehicles

The field of solar-powered electric vehicles (SPEVs) is quickly increasing in sustainable transportation with the aim of reducing environmental effects and dependency on fossil fuels [29]. These vehicles are equipped with external solar panels that harvest solar energy, which is subsequently stored in the battery and used to power the electric motors. [30]. SPEVs offer a promising means of combating climate change and advancing energy sustainability because they are powered by renewable solar energy. Because SPEVs run on renewable solar energy, they present a promising way to fight climate change and advance energy sustainability. By integrating solar panels, plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (SPEVs) can capture clean, renewable energy and drastically cut the greenhouse gas emissions that come with driving conventional internal combustion engine vehicles [31]. According to Rahman et al. [32] solar panels work on the basis of the photovoltaic effect, which occurs when photons from sunlight excite electrons in the solar cells to produce an electric current. The vehicle's electric motor can be powered by this current directly, or it can be stored in a battery pack for later use.

Direct solar propulsion and solar-assisted charging are the two main modes of operation for solar-powered electric vehicles (SPEVs) [33]. When the vehicle is in direct solar propulsion mode, solar energy directly drives the electric motor, allowing it to move only on solar power as shown in Fig. 3. This setting works very well in places with lots of sunshine, such sunny regions during the day. The car is propelled ahead without the need of external charging or battery power thanks to the solar panels installed on its surface, which collect sunlight and transform it into electrical energy. When a vehicle is in solar-assisted charging mode, its battery pack is charged while it is moving or in use using solar panels [33]. By using solar energy in addition to grid or regenerative braking power, this mode enables SPEVs to increase their range and lessen their dependency on external charging infrastructure. Solar panels continue to produce electricity when there is little activity or during periods of restricted sunshine, this mode is very helpful for preserving the vehicle's charge level. Driving conditions, electricity demand, and sunshine availability are some of the aspects that determine how SPEVs operate [33]. Based on these variables, SPEVs dynamically transition between solar-assisted charging and direct solar propulsion modes to enhance driving range and optimize energy consumption. The efficiency of these modes is being further enhanced by developments in energy storage and solar

Figure 1: Battery-based electric vehicle block diagram.

Figure 2: Series-Parallel Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicles (PHEVs)
panel efficiency, allowing SPEVs to function more sustainably and efficiently in a variety of driving scenarios and situations. Future carbon emission reduction and sustainable mobility are expected to be greatly aided by SPEVs as research and development into solar-powered vehicles continues.

In addition, [34] proposed an EV integrating solar energy with conventional plug-in power sources to propel the vehicle. Solar panels on the vehicle capture sunlight, converting it into chemical energy that is then stored in batteries as shown in Fig. 3. As a result, the solar-powered electric car operates using an electric motor instead of an Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) to drive the vehicle. For electric mode operation, a suggested installation involves a 360V Li-polymer battery pack with a 100 kWh energy capacity. The authors of the study [35] looked at solar PV-EV charging systems and their global deployment, introducing analytical techniques intended to obtain information about the charging habits of EVs, the ways in which charging stations operate, and the distribution of charging station users geographically. The authors of [36] suggested designing and creating an electric power system for a solar-powered car. The power system efficiently manages battery charging by drawing energy from solar panels through the use of solar charge controllers with inbuilt Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT). The Brushless Direct Current (BLDC) motor is connected to the battery bus via the power board, which has six N-channel MOSFETs on it. The central control unit supervises the functions of these parts, guaranteeing effective and regulated operation, by receiving signals from human driver inputs. While [37-38] concentrated on improving a particular SEV’s energy management system by implementing a fuzzy logic control system (FLC).

In order to ensure best use of the solar power available, [39] described the control of a solar-powered induction motor drive using an advanced control approach using an advanced architecture. The boost converter that powers the entire system is in charge of controlling the DC link voltage and drawing the most power possible from the solar energy system. To efficiently regulate the three-phase induction motor drive, it also includes a sophisticated quick predictive pulse width-modulated three-phase inverter. An inventive battery/photovoltaic (PV)/wind hybrid power source was proposed by Hassan et al. [40] as an alternative to internal combustion engines, specifically for Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicles (PHEVs). This hybrid power system combines a micro wind turbine behind the air conditioning system condenser at the front of the plug-in hybrid electric vehicle (PHEV) with a small-size photovoltaic module mounted on the vehicle’s roof.

Even with their promise, SPEVs have drawbacks such poor range and low energy conversion efficiency. The quantity of energy that can be extracted from sunshine is impacted by the limited energy conversion efficiency of current solar panels. Furthermore, SPEVs may have restricted range, especially when operating at night or in areas with little sunlight. However, there are chances to overcome these issues and improve the viability of SPEVs as a sustainable transportation choice thanks to continuous research and technology breakthroughs [33]. To boost solar panel efficiency and maximize the amount of energy they can harvest from sunshine, cutting-edge materials and engineering methods are being developed [32]. Additionally, advancements in battery technology are making it possible for SPEVs to better store and use solar energy, increasing their range and making them more useful for daily use [30]. Electric vehicles utilizing renewable energy sources such as solar achieve an overall efficiency of 40-70%, whereas gasoline-powered vehicles exhibit an efficiency range of 11-27%, and diesel-powered vehicles demonstrate an efficiency of 25-37% [118]. The brushless DC motor in the solar-powered vehicle ‘Aurora’ was efficiently designed, with an efficiency of 97.5% compared to the typical range of 92-95%, and lighter, weighing 8.3 kg compared to the usual 12-16 kg [119].

3. Solar wind turbine electric vehicles

Electric vehicles (EVs) with integrated renewable energy sources offer a viable way to cut greenhouse gas emissions and rely less on fossil fuels. Because of their abundance and capacity for decentralized power generation, solar and wind energy have attracted the most interest among these renewable energy sources. A convincing way to improve vehicle sustainability and lessen dependency on traditional grid electricity is to combine solar panels and wind turbines with electric vehicles (EVs) as depicted in Fig. 4.

The integration of wind and solar energy systems into electric vehicles (EVs) represents a significant advancement in sustainable transportation. Combining these renewable energy sources offers potential advantages such as extended driving range, reduced reliance on external charging infrastructure, and decreased greenhouse gas emissions. However, this integration also poses various challenges related to efficiency, reliability, and system complexity. The integration of solar and wind energy systems into electric vehicles (EVs) represents a significant advancement in the direction of sustainable transportation [103]. Through the combination of these renewable energy sources, EVs can potentially achieve longer driving ranges and reduce their reliance on external charging infrastructure, which will ultimately reduce greenhouse gas emissions [49,104]. However, this integration also brings with it a number of complications, such as intermittency, variability, and system complexity transportation [105]. Electric vehicles (EVs) can lessen their dependency on centralized power systems for charging by utilizing renewable energy from solar and wind sources. By reducing grid congestion and environmental impact, this decentralized energy supply not only improves energy security and resilience but also supports sustainability initiatives [104, 106]. The flexibility provided by solar and wind energy sources is notable, notwithstanding these difficulties. With solar panels collecting energy from sunlight and wind turbines producing power during times of high wind speed, these systems work in tandem to complement one another [103, 104]. Because of their versatility, EVs can maximize their potential for energy gathering while operating well in a variety of environmental circumstances. Addi-
tionally, integrated systems’ scalability and adaptability allow for adaption to various vehicle sizes, types, and usage patterns, which increases their overall efficacy and versatility [105].

Solar-wind turbine electric vehicles offer many advantages, but there are drawbacks as well that need to be resolved before they are widely used. Significant engineering challenges are presented by technical factors such as controlling the fluctuation of renewable energy output, wind turbine and solar panel integration into vehicle design, and efficiency optimization [107]. Moreover, the feasibility and market viability of solar-wind turbine electric cars (EVs) are influenced by economic considerations, such as the initial cost of integrating renewable energy systems into vehicles and the availability of supporting infrastructure, such as charging stations [108].

4. Energy storage solution

With the goal of improving vehicle performance, range, and overall efficiency, the quick growth of electric vehicles (EVs) has sparked extensive research and development in energy storage technologies. The choice of energy storage devices has a significant influence on the appearance, usability, and marketability of electric cars. This introduction gives a general review of the several energy storage systems used in electric vehicles (EVs), emphasizing the field’s accomplishments, difficulties, and opportunities. Since lithium-ion batteries have a high energy density and a track record of dependability, they are the battery of choice for electric vehicles’ energy storage systems, which power their propulsion systems [41]. However, research into alternative energy storage technologies such as solid-state batteries, supercapacitors, and hydrogen fuel cells has increased due to the need for increased performance and sustainability [42-43]. These cutting-edge innovations will set the path for the upcoming generation of electric cars by providing possible benefits in terms of energy density, charging speed, and environmental effect.

Energy storage systems have come a long way, but there are still a number of obstacles to overcome, such as worries about cost, safety, and the availability of resources [44]. The landscape of EV energy storage is further complicated by the integration of renewable energy sources, smart grid technologies, and vehicle-to-grid (V2G) capabilities as shown in Fig. 5 [45-46]. In order to expedite innovation and adoption, addressing these difficulties requires interdisciplinary collaboration amongst researchers, engineers, policymakers, and industry players. The choice of energy storage options has a major impact on the range and performance of hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs). The benefits and drawbacks of batteries, supercapacitors, and new technologies vary and affect how successful the vehicle’s powertrain is overall [47].

4.1. Battery

An essential part of electric cars (EVs) is the battery, which functions as an electrochemical device to store chemical energy and produce electricity. There are two main categories of batteries: secondary batteries, which are frequently found in electric vehicles (EVs) and are rechargeable, and primary batteries, which are single-use and not rechargeable [50]. Since batteries are the main energy source for EV propulsion systems, advancements in battery technology have had a significant influence on the EV market [50]. Lead-acid batteries were first used in the creation of EV batteries, and then several battery chemistries were created specifically for EV use. This resulted in a major increase in the number of EV batteries market [51]. The fundamental specifications for EV batteries, which emphasize the need for high energy density, power density, specific energy and power, temperature tolerance, long lifecycle, and efficiency, have not changed much despite ongoing advancements in battery chemistry [50-52]. Lead-acid batteries, nickel-based batteries, silver batteries, sodium-sulfur batteries, and lithium-ion batteries are just a few of the battery types that have been used in electric vehicle (EV) systems. Each type of battery has its own special qualities and performance attributes that are appropriate for a particular EV application [52-53].

4.2. Supervisor

The electromagnetic energy storage devices known as supercapacitors (SCs) or ultra-capacitors (UCs) are composed of electrodes and electrolytes. Their ability to store energy is contingent upon a number of elements, including as the electrolyte’s decomposition voltage level, the size of ions, and the functioning of the available electrodes and electrolytes [55-58]. Activated carbon’s high surface area and energy density make it a popular electrode material for SCs [55]. According to [56], high-conductivity current collectors are utilized to create effective electrical connections between the electrodes and external contacts. A separator membrane both prohibits electronic contact and promotes ion mobility, while the electrodes act as a medium for conducting and moving ions between one another [57]. Due to their high specific power, lightweight design, extended lifespan, and ability to charge quickly, SCs have become more and more in demand in recent years, displacing batteries in numerous applications [59]. Pseudo-super capacitors (PS), hybrid supercapacitors (HS), and electrochemical double-layer SCs (EDLS) are the three primary types of SCs based on the energy storage method [56-57]. Whereas PS can be divided into conducting polymers and metal oxides, EDLS can be further divided into activated carbon, carbon nanotubes, and carbon aerogels. Authors in [55-56] classify hybrid systems (HS) into three categories: battery-type hybrids, asymmetric hybrids, and composite hybrids.

4.3. Fuel cell

Alongside the rise in the world’s population in recent years has been a steady increase in the need for fossil fuels. However, there are substantial sustainability issues for future energy systems if fossil fuels are still used [60-61]. According to Jones et al. [62], automobiles that run on fossil fuels are a significant source of fuel consumption, which exacerbates the unsustainable nature of the fuel market and environmental damage. According to Brown et al [63], these automobiles contribute significantly to greenhouse gas emissions, which exacerbates climate change. By 2050, fossil fuel usage is expected to account for over 75% of the energy market, despite efforts to shift towards renewable energy sources [61]. Fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEVs) present a viable solution to these problems. Fuel cells (FCs), which produce electricity directly and use it to power the vehicle in an eco-friendly manner, provide the energy...
for an FCEV system [64]. The fuel for the FCs is hydrogen, which provides a clean and renewable energy source [65]. FCEVs could become the transportation system’s fuel of the future by overcoming some of the drawbacks of battery electric cars (BEVs) [64-66].

Using the electrochemical reactions of fuel and oxidizer as its basis, fuel cells are a promising technology for clean and effective energy conversion as shown in Fig. 6. Water is produced as a byproduct of the reaction between oxygen from the air and protons and electrons at the cathode of a hydrogen fuel cell, whereas hydrogen gas is oxidized at the anode to produce protons and electrons that travel through an external circuit to generate electrical power [67]. Chemical energy can be continuously converted into electrical energy using this electrochemical process, which has a low environmental effect and high efficiency. Fuel cells can be classified into several types, each with different operating conditions and electrolyte materials. These include solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs), molten carbonate fuel cells (MCFCs), phosphoric acid fuel cells (PAFCs), alkaline fuel cells (AFCs), and proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) [68]. From portable electronics to stationary power generation and transportation, these various types offer a range of performance attributes and application adaptability. Compared to traditional power-generating techniques, fuel cells have many benefits, such as high efficiency, low emissions, and quiet operation. They are environmentally beneficial because they only create heat and water as by-products and can attain efficiencies ranging from 40% to 60%, depending on the kind and operating conditions [69]. Furthermore, fuel cells provide dependable and continuous power generation and may be scaled up or down to meet different power requirements.

4.4. Flywheel energy storage system

Innovative technologies called flywheel energy storage systems (FESS) are made to store kinetic energy in a spinning mass, offering a flexible and effective way to meet energy storage requirements. The fundamental idea of FESS is energy conservation, which states that any energy added to the system is transformed into the flywheel’s rotational kinetic energy. Once needed, this energy is then stored and can be transformed back into electrical energy as shown in Fig. 7. To provide effective energy storage and retrieval, FESS is made up of several essential parts, such as the flywheel rotor, motor generator, bearings, vacuum enclosure, and control system [70-72]. Compared to other energy storage technologies, FESS’s high power density enables faster charging and discharging rates, which is one of its main advantages. For applications needing fast reaction times, including grid stabilization and regenerative braking systems in transportation, this makes FESS especially appropriate [73]. Furthermore, FESS provides dependable and consistent performance even in the face of challenging operating conditions, with a long operational lifespan and negligible deterioration over time [74].

FESS is used in many different fields, such as grid stabilization, uninterruptible power supplies (UPS), and integration of renewable energy. FESS can improve grid stability and dependability in renewable energy systems by storing excess energy produced during low-demand hours and supplying it during peak-demand hours [73]. FESS ensures that important loads continue to operate continuously in UPS applications by providing backup power during grid outages or brief voltage variations [74]. Additionally, FESS can store energy in electric trains and cars during braking events, increasing overall energy consumption and energy efficiency [75]. FESS has several benefits, but it also has drawbacks, including expensive start-up expenses, a small amount of energy storage, and possible safety issues with rotor failure. It will take ongoing research and development to increase the effectiveness, dependability, and affordability of FESS technology to address these issues. According to [74], future directions for FESS include investigating cutting-edge materials for flywheel construction, improving system architecture and control algorithms, and combining FESS with other energy storage technologies to produce hybrid energy storage systems (Table 1).

4.5. Emerging technologies in energy storage system

Solid-state batteries: By substituting solid electrolytes for liquid or gel electrolytes, solid-state batteries are an emerging technology that promises to outperform conventional lithium-ion batteries [79]. Over traditional lithium-ion batteries, these batteries have a number of benefits due to the use of solid-state electrolytes. A notable benefit is increased energy density, which is attained by removing the requirement for inactive electrolyte material and enabling denser arrangement of active electrode components [80]. Furthermore, by removing the possibility of electrolyte leakage, dendrite formation, and thermal runaway—all of which are frequent issues with conventional lithium-ion batteries—solid-state batteries improve safety. Furthermore, the lack of combustible liquid electrolytes enhances thermal stability and lowers the risk of thermal runaway. Moreover, because of less electrode deterioration and increased resilience to stress brought on by cycling, solid-state batteries have longer lifespans. Solid-state batteries have a better energy density, improved safety, and longer lifespan than conventional lithium-ion batteries, which makes them promising for a variety of uses such as electric vehicles, portable gadgets, and grid-scale energy storage [79-80].

Lithium-sulfur batteries: With sulfur serving as the cathode material, lithium-sulfur batteries are an emerging energy storage technology that, in comparison to conventional lithium-ion batteries, offer a higher theoretical energy density [80]. According to their findings, sulfur has a high theoretical specific capacity of 1675 mAh/g, which is far higher than the specific capacity of most cathode materials used in lithium-ion batteries. Lithium-sulfur batteries are attractive options because of their high theoretical energy density, which makes them ideal for uses needing lengthy driving ranges in electric cars or prolonged operation durations in portable electronic gadgets. Compared to vehicles using traditional lithium-ion batteries, electric vehicles outfitted with lithium-sulfur batteries may be able to go farther between charges [80]. Similarly, they proposed that, extended operational lives between battery recharges for lithium-sulfur-powered portable de-
Flow batteries: According to Ponce de León et al. [81], flow batteries are a new energy storage device that stores energy in liquid electrolytes housed in external tanks. Flow batteries use external tanks to hold the electrolytes, providing scalability and flexibility in energy storage capacity, in contrast to conventional batteries where the energy storage is limited within the cell. Because of their scalability, flow batteries are especially well suited for grid-scale energy storage applications where substantial energy must be continuously stored and discharged. Moreover, according to Skyllas-Kazacos et al [82], the decoupling of energy and power is responsible for the extended cycle life of flow batteries. The size of the external tanks and the volume of electrolytes contained dictates the energy storage capacity of flow batteries, whilst the size of the electrochemical cell and the rate at which electrolytes flow through it control the power output. Flow batteries may function effectively throughout a broad variety of power output levels without compromising their energy storage capacity thanks to this decoupling of energy and power, which extends cycle life.

Metal-air batteries: A new energy storage device called metal-air batteries uses metal as the anode and airborne oxygen as the cathode to provide a high energy density. Higher potential energy densities are possible with metal-air batteries since they don’t require storing cathode materials inside the battery because they use ambient air oxygen [83]. According to [83], metal-air batteries exhibit a high energy density, rendering them a viable option for applications necessitating extended driving ranges in electric vehicles or extensive energy storage in grid applications. Because atmospheric oxygen serves as the cathode material in metal-air batteries, one of their main benefits is their lightweight design. Because of their lightweight design, electric cars may be able to outperform internal combustion engine vehicles in terms of energy economy and range. Furthermore, the abundance of oxygen in the atmosphere reduces reliance on rare or environmentally harmful elements by providing an abundant and sustainable feedstock for metal-air batteries.

Sodium-ion batteries: Sodium ions are used in sodium-ion batteries, a new energy storage technology, rather than lithium ions. Compared to conventional lithium-ion batteries, sodium-ion batteries are less expensive because they use sodium ions, which are more plentiful and less expensive. Because of its lower cost, sodium-ion batteries are especially appealing for large-scale energy storage applications where being cost-effective is essential as discussed in [84]. Furthermore, because of their cheaper cost and plentiful raw materials, sodium-ion batteries have the potential to facilitate the broad adoption of energy storage systems. Compared to lithium resources, sodium resources are more widely spread globally, which allays worries about supply chain weaknesses and geopolitical hazards related to lithium-ion batteries [84]. As an affordable and environmentally friendly energy storage option, sodium-ion batteries have a lot of potential to support the broad use of energy storage systems across a variety of applications.

Hybrid energy storage system: A novel method to energy storage, hybrid energy storage systems (HESS) combine various energy storage technologies, including flywheels, super capacitors, and batteries, to take use of their complementing advantages [78]. HESS can maximize energy storage performance, increase efficiency, and improve reliability by combining several energy storage devices, as opposed to using individual storage technologies alone [65]. There are various benefits of using flywheels, super capacitors, and batteries together in HESS. Super capacitors offer great power density and quick charging/discharging capabilities, whereas batteries offer high energy density and are ideally suited for long-term energy storage [78]. Flywheels, on the other hand, are perfect for quick energy transfer and short-duration energy storage because of their high power density and quick response times [50]. HESS may efficiently solve the constraints of individual technologies by merging these varied storage systems. For instance, repeated cycling can cause batteries to deteriorate over time; however, super capacitors and flywheels can assist reduce the stress caused by cycling and increase the lifespan of batteries [55] (Table 2).

5. Charging infrastructure

For widespread adoption and efficient operation, battery electric vehicles (BEVs), plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs), and solar-powered electric vehicles (SPEVs) depend on a reliable charging infrastructure. This section looks at the infrastructure needed to charge electric cars (EVs). It covers public charging networks, home charging stations, wireless charging technology improvements, and difficulties related to compatibility and standardization. Home charging stations are crucial components of the infrastructure for charging electric vehicles as depicted in Fig. 8, since...
they enable drivers to travel comfortably and conveniently. These stations allow customers to recharge their cars overnight by taking advantage of how convenient it is to have electricity available at home. They often require the installation of Level 1 or Level 2 charging infrastructure, with Level 2 chargers offering faster charging rates, according to [85-86]. To solve range anxiety and guarantee charging accessibility for all EV users, including BEVs, charging stations placed strategically along roads, in commercial districts, and in urban centers are essential. According to [87-88], these stations might have Level 2 or Level 3 DC fast charging capabilities, enabling quick recharging and reducing user downtime. Technological developments in wireless charging offer encouraging prospects to improve the ease of use and convenience of electric vehicle charging. Wireless charging systems do away with the need for physical wires and connectors by using inductive or resonant coupling to transfer electricity from charging pads implanted in parking places to the vehicle’s onboard receiver [89-90]. This technique lessens wear and tear on the components of the charging infrastructure, simplifies user contact, and expedites the charging process. However, there are a number of obstacles to the broad installation and use of EV charging infrastructure, such as problems with standards and compatibility. Interoperability between various charging networks and EV models may be hampered by the absence of universal standards for charging connectors, communication protocols, and billing systems [91]. Governments, manufacturers, utilities, and providers of charging infrastructure must work together to develop uniform standards and legal frameworks in order to address these issues.

The willingness to buy an electric vehicle (EV) is highly influenced by the availability of private charging infrastructure (CI) [92]. More than half of EV owners, according to data analysis from the early phases of EV adoption, only use home charging [87, 93-94]. However, there are two primary reasons why future demand for public charging infrastructure is anticipated to diverge greatly. First of all, EV owners who do not have access to a home charging station must rely only on public charging stations. According to studies conducted in Germany and the US, home charging availability varies greatly depending on socio-geographical characteristics, with rural areas having higher availability than metropolitan areas [95]. Second, a variety of demands needs to be accommodated by public charging infrastructure, such as local users, taxis, city logistics, and long-distance visitors [96-97]. Therefore, in order to accommodate the growing number of EVs that policymakers and urban planners are targeting, a significant increase in public charging infrastructure is required [98-99].

In recent years, there has been a growing body of literature addressing the issue of public charging infrastructure (CI) location and sizing optimization. Several review articles have made an effort to classify the various methods used to solve this issue [100]. The CI planning literature on optimization strategies is reviewed by Johnson et al. and Brown et al. [101-102] in their articles, which also distinguish between approaches that concentrate on grid impacts or economic costs. Although Brown et al. [102] did not limit their evaluation to any particular charging technology, [101] concentrated on rapid charging. A thorough overview of various spatial localization techniques for the CI planning problem is also provided by Smith et al. [100], who divide the literature into three categories based on content: theoretical and empirical literature; user, route, or destination-oriented approaches; and various result categories like demand density, partitioning, and network optimization.

6. Economic considerations

The economic considerations for different types of electric vehicles (EVs) vary significantly, reflecting their diverse technologies and market positions. Plug-In Hybrid Electric Vehicles (PHEVs) offer a blend of traditional internal combustion engine (ICE) and electric vehicle benefits, making them a transitional option for many consumers. The initial purchase cost of PHEVs is typically higher than that of ICE vehicles due to the dual powertrain systems, but lower than full Battery Electric Vehicles (BEVs) because of their smaller battery packs. PHEVs also benefit from lower operational costs as electricity is cheaper than gasoline or diesel, and they often receive government incentives that help offset the initial higher costs. Maintenance costs for PHEVs are lower compared to ICE vehicles due to fewer mechanical parts subject to wear and tear. However, the resale value can be a concern due to potential battery degradation over time [120]. Battery Electric Vehicles (BEVs) rep-
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
<th>Applications</th>
<th>Citations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Solid-state Batteries</td>
<td>Higher energy density, improved safety, longer lifespan</td>
<td>Complex manufacturing process, high cost</td>
<td>Electric vehicles, portable electronics, grid storage</td>
<td>[76]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithium-sulfur Batteries</td>
<td>Higher theoretical energy density, potential for longer driving ranges</td>
<td>Poor cycle life, limited stability</td>
<td>Electric vehicles, portable electronics, grid storage</td>
<td>[78]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow Batteries</td>
<td>Scalability, long cycle life, decoupled energy and power</td>
<td>Limited energy density, complex system design</td>
<td>Grid-scale energy storage, renewable energy integration</td>
<td>[82]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal-air Batteries</td>
<td>High energy density, lightweight</td>
<td>Limited cycle life, degradation</td>
<td>Electric vehicles, grid storage</td>
<td>[20]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium-ion Batteries</td>
<td>Abundant resource, lower cost</td>
<td>Lower energy density than lithium-ion</td>
<td>Grid storage, stationary power applications</td>
<td>[30]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid Energy Storage System</td>
<td>Complementary strengths of different storage technologies</td>
<td>Complex integration, higher cost</td>
<td>Electric vehicles, grid stabilization, stationary power</td>
<td>[72, 74]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Comparison between various emerging technologies on energy storage system.

Figure 8: Block diagram of Electric Vehicles charging infrastructure.
resent a fully electric solution, which comes with a higher upfront cost mainly due to the large battery packs required. However, the operational and maintenance costs of BEVs are significantly lower than those of both ICE vehicles and PHEVs. This is because electricity is cheaper than fossil fuels, and BEVs have fewer moving parts, reducing the need for regular maintenance. Additionally, BEVs benefit from substantial government incentives and subsidies that can significantly reduce the effective purchase price. Despite this, the resale value of BEVs is influenced by the longevity and health of their batteries, though improvements in battery technology are helping to stabilize this aspect [121]. Solar-powered electric vehicles offer an intriguing proposition with extremely low operation costs due to their reliance on free solar energy. However, the integration of high-efficiency solar panels increases the initial purchase cost, and the maintenance of these panels adds to the overall upkeep expenses [119]. These vehicles are highly dependent on sunlight availability, which can limit their practicality in less sunny regions. Incentives for solar-powered vehicles can vary widely, but in some areas, renewable energy incentives can help mitigate the higher initial costs. Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles (FCEVs), which use hydrogen to generate electricity, present a high-cost option primarily due to the expensive fuel cell technology and hydrogen storage systems. While FCEVs offer longer driving ranges and faster refueling times compared to BEVs, the cost of hydrogen fuel remains high, although it is expected to decrease as the technology matures and production scales up. Maintenance costs for FCEVs are comparable to BEVs but can be higher due to the complexity of the fuel cells. Government incentives are often available to support the adoption of FCEVs, but the limited hydrogen refueling infrastructure poses a challenge, affecting their resale value and market acceptance [122].

The adoption of solar-wind turbine hybrid electric vehicles (SWHEVs) is heavily influenced by economic reasons. These include start-up expenses, operational savings, and long-term financial rewards. Conducting a thorough examination of these variables is necessary to assess the financial feasibility of SWHEVs. A study by Li et al. [109] found that government regulations, energy pricing, and technical improvements all affect how economically viable SWHEVs are. Li et al. stress the significance of taking into account both direct and indirect economic effects, such as possible revenue streams from vehicle-to-grid (V2G) services and lower fuel prices. Research by Tomic et al. [110] highlights the potential for SWHEVs to generate revenue through V2G services, further enhancing their economic viability. Additionally, government incentives and subsidies, such as tax credits for clean energy vehicles and grants for infrastructure development, play a significant role in reducing the financial barriers to SWHEV adoption. The initial costs of SWHEVs, including vehicle purchase price and installation of renewable energy systems, are often higher than those of conventional vehicles. However, operational savings that result from reduced fuel consumption and lower maintenance costs can offset these initial investments over the vehicle’s lifetime. A study by [111] examines the impact of government policies on the economic feasibility of SWHEV adoption. Several variables, such as upfront costs, operating savings, and government incentives, affect SWHEVs’ economic feasibility. Despite their potentially higher initial costs, SWHEVs may be more affordable in the long run than conventional cars if favourable laws and incentives are in place. To maximize the financial viability of SWHEVs and hasten their market uptake, more investigation and analysis are necessary.

7. Regulatory and policy framework

For renewable energy-powered electric vehicles (REPEVs) to be adopted and integrated into transportation networks, a legislative and policy framework is necessary. Government laws and policies are essential in supplying the encouragement and support required for the creation and application of REPEVs [10]. Examining laws and policies that assist REPEVs is one component of the regulatory framework. An examination of Spanish government subsidies supporting electric cars (EVs) was done by [8]. To promote the adoption of EVs, the report identifies several legislative initiatives, including infrastructural expenditures, tax exemptions, and purchasing subsidies. Similarly [111] reviewed and analyzed Chinese regulations encouraging the use of EVs, offering insights into the regulatory environment influencing the EV market in China. An overview of the worldwide tax credits, rebates, and incentives offered to manufacturers and consumers may be found in the IEA’s Global EV Outlook [7].

8. Future directions and challenges in SWEV

Ongoing innovation, research, and development are essential to propel future developments in the field of sustainable transportation. Scholars are examining many approaches to augment the effectiveness, functionality, and cost-effectiveness of environmentally friendly transportation solutions. For example, improvements in battery technology, such as the creation of solid-state and high-energy-density batteries, have the potential to lower the price and increase the range of electric vehicles (EVs) [112]. Similar to this, research on biofuels and hydrogen fuel cells seeks to diversify transportation energy sources and lessen reliance. Apart from technological advancements, tackling obstacles and capitalizing on prospects are crucial for the continuous progress and acceptance of environmentally friendly transportation. The requirement for infrastructure development to enable electric vehicles and other environmentally friendly forms of transportation is one of the main obstacles. This entails creating hydrogen filling stations, growing the infrastructure for EV charging, and enhancing public transit systems [113]. Furthermore, policies and regulations have a significant impact on how sustainable transportation solutions are adopted. To encourage the shift to greener transportation, policymakers must implement policies that are favourable, such as tax incentives, emissions controls, and investments in sustainable infrastructure [114]. It is anticipated that new developments in technology and trends will influence sustainable transportation in the future. According to [115], the emergence of connected and autonomous cars offers novel prospects for augmenting the effectiveness, security, and ease of use of transportation networks. Platforms for electric and autonomous mobility-as-a-service (EMAAS) have the potential to revolutionize how people travel by providing practical and affordable substitutes for traditional car ownership [116]. Moreover, lowering carbon emissions and preventing climate change will continue to be greatly aided by the incorporation of renewable energy sources like solar and wind power into transportation infrastructure [117]. Continued research, development, and innovation in Solar-Wind Turbine Hybrid Electric Vehicles (SWHEVs) are essential for improving the technology and its adoption as the field of sustainable transportation develops. Scholars are examining diverse approaches to augment the effectiveness, capability, and expandability of SWHEVs.

9. Conclusion

In conclusion, there is great potential for resolving sustainability issues in the transportation industry through the combination of renewable energy sources, especially solar and wind power, with electric vehicles (EVs). This review offered a thorough investigation of solar-wind turbine hybrid electric vehicles (SWH-EVs) as a workable option for attaining a transportation future that
is sustainable. The review covered a range of topics related to SWH-EVs, such as engineering difficulties, design concerns, charging infrastructure, technical integration, and energy storage options. Additionally, the advantages for the environment, such as decreased air pollution and greenhouse gas emissions, are carefully examined, along with the financial implications, such as startup costs, ongoing savings, and government incentives. The legislative and policy environment that supports SWH-EVs is also examined, emphasizing the critical role that government assistance plays in promoting adoption and advancement in this field. Special attention is paid to incentives, tax credits, and future policy directions. The performance and impact of SWH-EV projects in diverse locations are demonstrated through the presentation of real-world case studies that highlight successful implementations of these projects. The discussion of problems and future directions concludes by highlighting the significance of further research, innovation, and chances for additional advancement in sustainable transportation.
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